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TDJANGOH

STRUCTURE OF THE FRAMEWORK

SRC

GENUTILS DATA

TDJANGOH divided in 4 parts : 

SRC: contains source code of 
the generator and the C++ 
wrapper. 

GEN: contains applets to run 
event generation. 

UTILS: contains analysis tools 
and plotting devices. 

DATA: contains input file for 
TDJANGOH and RC files from 
TERAD. 

DJANGOHTDJANGOH
CLASS
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DJANGOH GENERATOR

SRC: contains source code of the 
generator and the C++ wrapper. 

DJANGOH : FORTRAN code. Should be 
kept as a ‘black box’. 

djangoh_h.f: Heracles file. Subroutine 
HSINPT() called by TDJANGOH 

djangoh_l.f: DJANGO6 file. LEPTO65 + 
DJANGO routines.  

djangoh_u.f: User analysis routines. 
Program performance. 

djangoh_t.f: Legacy, unused. 
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DJANGOH GENERATOR - EVENT GENERATION

Radiative part :  

Initial State Radiation (ISR) : two-step process 

After emission of the real photon, as in non-radiative event. 

Final State Radiation (FSR) : similar than ISR 

After producing events as in non-radiative case, emission of real photon 

Compton events 

Typically low Q2 and low Whad events. Fraction of a percent of the events for 
Whad > 2 GeV/c2 

For Whad < 2 GeV/c2, generation of final state performed by SOPHIA.

Non-radiative event : HERACLES generates events at the parton level. Fragmentation and 
hadronization done by DJANGO6.

l → l̃ + γ, l̃ + p → l′� + γ + X

l + p → l′� + γ + X, l′� → l̃′� + γ
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DJANGOH GENERATOR

SRC: contains source code of the 
generator and the C++ wrapper. 

DJANGOH : FORTRAN code. Should be 
kept as a ‘black box’. 

JETSET, PYTHIA, SOPHIA for hadronic 
final states. 
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DJANGOH GENERATOR

SRC: contains source code of the 
generator and the C++ wrapper. 

TDJANGOH, C++ interface. 

For more details on the methods 
available in TDJANGOH class, see 
doxygen documentation. 
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TDJANGOH INPUT - XML FILE

EL-BEAM, infos about the beam. 

KINEM-CUT, kinematical cuts (on 
leptonic variables). ‘icut’ determines the 
cut applied (for 3 all are applied). 

GSW-PARAM, parameters of the theory 
(put lparin2=0 to cancel virtual 
corrections to Born XS) 

Input for 
TDJANGOH stored 

in an XML file.
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TDJANGOH INPUT - XML FILE

GD-OPT, XS grid options 
(Mean value in GeV, spread in 
GeV, number of bin) 

EGAM-MIN,  

INT-OPT-NC, number of 
integration for channels 
contributing to the XS. 
(Born+Virtual, ISR, FSR, 
Compton, quark line, el, el ISR, 
el FSR, el Compton) 

SAM-OPT-NC, activation 
of the channels. 
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TDJANGOH INPUT - XML FILE

NUCLEUS, infos on the target (energy if 
beam, polarization, A, Z). 

STRUCTFUNC, choice of structure 
function (see COMPASS note for more 
details). 

FLONG, parametrization for FL 

ALFAS, parametrization for  
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TDJANGOH INPUT - XML FILE

HIGH-PT, for high pT tuning. 

NFLAVORS, number of quark flavours. 

SOPHIA, floor on W triggering the use 
of SOPHIA. 
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TDJANGOH INPUT - XML FILE

FRAG, enable fragmentation. 

VERBOSE, enable text printing for 
generator. 

UNFRAG-SAVE, allow unfragmented 
states. 

FORCE-GEN, generation of new event if 
previous fails.
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EVENT GENERATION APPLETS

Instance creation

Read XML file and initialize

Example of 
changing 
beam energy

Event generation
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EVENT GENERATION APPLETS

How to access final 
state particles infos

K: identity 

P: momenta 

V: vertex position

Access events kinematics
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EVENT GENERATION AND UTILITIES APPLETS

K: identity 

P: momenta 

V: vertex position

Access events kinematics

test.cc, test applet. 

xsgen.cc, inclusive XS generation applet. 

EvtGen.cc, event generation applet, results 
stored in ROOT trees.

pdist.cc, look at the kinematic distributions 
of events. 

rc_calc.cc/sirc.cc/ptrc.cc, radiative 
correction factors to multiplicities 
calculators and plotters. 

TERAD_plot.cc, plot TERAD inclusive 
corrections.
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EVTGEN.CC OUTPUT

DIS

Hadron

𝜇

𝜇’

𝞥𝜸N

Geant PID
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EVTGEN.CC OUTPUT

TDJANGOH available on GitHub (later today on Gitlab I guess)

https://github.com/nipierre/TDJANGOH.git
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INSTALL TDJANGOH

How To Install TDJANGOH ?
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HOW TO COMPUTE RADIATIVE CORRECTION FACTORS

Generate sample with and without radiative corrections: 

By generating events on a wide (x,y) kinematic range 

Advantage: no need to know binning beforehand 

Drawback: low statistics in kinematic edges 

By generating event samples in (x,y) kinematic bins 

Advantage: avoid low statistics regions 

Drawback: more bins, more samples…

Treat both samples with analysis code and do ratio 

Ratio of Born measurements over Born+Correction 
measurements.
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TDJANGOH IN TGEANT

https://gitlab.cern.ch/compass/mc_tools/TGEANT/tree/development/djangoh

TGEANT (TDJANGOH version) available on COMPASS GitLab
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IMPLEMENTATION

CMake knows where to find TDJANGOH (thanks to dedicated cmake plugin) 

Implementation of one Process Class: T4DjangohProcess.cc.

Create instance of 
TDJANGOH

Find the XML input file 
within TGEANT

Initialize DJANGOH
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IMPLEMENTATION

Set beam energy

Loop over final state 
particles

Generate event

Take Lujets content
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IMPLEMENTATION

Workaround to have 
incoming particles in 

the list
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IMPLEMENTATION

Loop over final state 
particles

Rotation
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IMPLEMENTATION

Loop over final state 
particles

Rotation

Pass infos to TGEANT 
about these particles
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IMPLEMENTATION

Save infos
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HOW TO USE DJANGOH

Be sure to have the right configuration of 
DJANGOH: 

Look at $TGEANT/resources/djangoh/
djangoh_input.xml and see if the 
configuration is what you expect

Use DJANGOH as event generator 

Just check DJANGOH in the interface for 
example (or modify the setting file from 
TGEANT in the according entry)

Then generate your MC !

Nevertheless, known issue: 

Cannot use the same TGEANT to do 
DJANGOH and PYTHIA: conflict of PYTHIA 
versions with the one from TGEANT 
superseding the one from DJANGOH and 
making it crash. Found no way to force the 
right version to be used (but haven’t put too 
much thought in it either).
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INSTALL TDJANGOH

How To Install TGEANT (TDJANGOH version) ?

Two ways: 

By yourself if you’re brave enough ! 

Using the little scripts from TDJANGOH 
(perhaps they’ll be moved elsewhere in the 
future IDK).

If you followed successfully the installation of 
TDJANGOH, TGEANT will be able to find it with no 
problems.
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